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LABOUR RELATIONS LEGISLATION AMENDMENT BILL 2006 
Consideration in Detail 

Clause 1:  Short title - 

Mr J.C. KOBELKE:  The short title provides me with an opportunity to respond to a number of matters that 
were raised earlier in the second reading debate.  Members will be aware that the Minister for Employment 
Protection is at an international conference undertaking duties relating to another part of his portfolio, and he 
regrets that he cannot be here.  As I was the minister responsible for initiating this bill, as the former Minister for 
Consumer Protection, I am very pleased to be able to handle it for the government. 

It was a cause of some concern to members that the second reading of this bill was listed to be dealt with on 
Wednesday but, because other bills were shifted, it was dealt with on Tuesday, when I had a commitment related 
to another portfolio.  Therefore, I was unavailable to answer the various matters that were raised before the 
second reading proceeded and was concluded.  However, I have read through Hansard and I wish to take up 
some of those matters now, and others as we go through the bill clause by clause.  The member for Murray’s 
questions, in particular, proceeded clause by clause, so I will address them as we go through the clauses. 

The member for Vasse had, I think, four points of a general nature.  In one point, he misquoted what the minister 
said about employment during his second reading speech.  What the minister clearly said was that the 
accusations or suggestions by members opposite in 2002 that the amended bill would be a negative influence 
upon the economy and would create unemployment has clearly proven to be wrong by the very good 
employment growth we have had.  The minister never said that the bill actually created the employment growth.  
That was the totally misleading accusation made by the member for Vasse.  I can only assume that the member 
did not read the minister’s second reading speech. 

The member for Vasse’s second point was that the right-of-entry provisions were a disgrace.  They are so much 
more of a disgrace for the Liberal Party, because under the Industrial Relations Act prior to the 2002 
amendments, there was no regulation of right of entry.  The regulatory procedures were put in place by the Labor 
government, and although they are not the same as the federal right-of-entry provisions, they had many 
similarities and provided a greater level of security.  This bill goes further in ensuring that they work effectively 
and that they cannot be abused through the use of technical matter. 

The member for Vasse made the accusation also that this bill was simply a cut and paste of the WorkChoices 
legislation.  I think the member must be feeling the heat in this area to make such an absurd comment.  There 
were test cases, particularly the reasonable hours test case and the family provisions test case, which placed 
additional benefits and conditions into awards.  The approach of the Howard government, through WorkChoices, 
is to move away from awards to a more statutory approach.  Therefore, WorkChoices incorporates into the 
statute a range of matters from the reasonable hours test case and the family provisions test case.  This bill will 
do something similar.  The federal government is changing the legislative environment of industrial relations, 
and it is therefore appropriate to incorporate those test cases.  However, although some of the wording may be 
the same, the intent and effect is radically different.  In relation to test cases, there is a reasonable hours 
provision under WorkChoices that now makes it permissible to average weekly working hours over a year.  That 
will certainly not be found in this bill.  That may be seen as being a small thing, but it is a major issue. 

The ACTING SPEAKER:  Minister, can I bring you back to the short title of the bill?  I have allowed some 
latitude. 

Mr J.C. KOBELKE:  Thank you, Mr Acting Speaker.  I think I have covered the points raised.  The others can 
be dealt with within the specific provisions of the bill, and we will turn to those as we go through the clauses. 

Clause put and passed. 

Clauses 2 and 3 put and passed. 

Clause 4:  Section 3 amended - 

Mr M.J. COWPER:  The minimum conditions of employment are defined in section 3 of the act to be a rate of 
pay, under part 3 of the act; a requirement to pay, under part 3A of the act; a condition for leave, under part 4 of 
the act; or a condition relating to redundancy situations, under part 5 of the act, that are prescribed by the act.  
Section 5 provides that a minimum condition is an implied term in each award, industrial agreement or contract 
of employment, and applies when the minimum condition provides a more favourable outcome to the employee 
than the award, industrial agreement or contractual provision relating to the same subject matter.  An employee 
can waive or contract out of a minimum condition only under sections 8 and 9 of the act.  Section 8 of the act, 
which enables parties to contract out of up to two weeks’ annual leave, is not a minimum condition, because it 
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does not fall in parts 3, 3A, 4 or 5 of the act; hence, the contracting-out provision is not an implied term in any 
award, industrial agreement or contract of employment.  However, an individual employee who is not covered 
by an award or industrial agreement is given authority by section 8 to contract out of the annual leave provision 
in part 4 when it is implied in his or her contract of employment.  That cannot happen with employees covered 
by awards and industrial agreements, because section 114 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 prohibits an 
employer and an employee from contracting out of the annual leave provision in an award or industrial 
agreement.  In order to be able to do so, the award or industrial agreement must contain a provision enabling the 
parties to contract out of the annual leave entitlement.  The opposition’s amendment would make section 8 an 
implied term in awards and industrial agreements and enable employers to contract out to the same extent as 
award-free employers and employees can.  I move - 

Page 3, after line 15 - To insert -  

(b) in the definition of “minimum condition of employment” by inserting after paragraph 
(c) - 

 “ 

or 

(d) section 8 of this Act; 

” 

Mr J.C. KOBELKE:  The amendment moved by the member for Murray, as I understand it, would allow the 
cashing out of annual leave of up to two weeks across the board.  I think that is the intent of what he wants.  It is 
interesting that the federal minister made a bit of nonsense when he said that the state was allowing this and that, 
therefore, somehow the federal government should do it under the WorkChoices legislation.  I understand that is 
not what he proceeded with.  The issue here is that we do not believe that people should be forced into a contract 
of employment that requires them to forgo their annual leave.  Although this amendment might address cashing 
out after the event, which is a different matter, the impact of it would be to enable people forced into a contract 
to simply forgo their annual leave.  “Forced into” is a major issue for us, because the whole approach with 
WorkChoices is to force people into lesser conditions of employment and to take away their rights by shifting 
the balance of power.  Forcing people is therefore a crucial issue.  We totally reject it.  On that basis, we are not 
willing to accept the amendment. 

Amendment put and a division taken with the following result - 

Ayes (20) 

Mr C.J. Barnett Mr M.J. Cowper Mr P.D. Omodei Mr M.W. Trenorden 
Mr M.J. Birney Dr K.D. Hames Mr D.T. Redman Ms S.E. Walker 
Mr T.R. Buswell Ms K. Hodson-Thomas Mr A.J. Simpson Mr G.A. Woodhams 
Mr G.M. Castrilli Mr R.F. Johnson Mr G. Snook Dr J.M. Woollard 
Dr E. Constable Mr J.E. McGrath Dr S.C. Thomas Dr G.G. Jacobs (Teller) 

Noes (25) 

Mr P.W. Andrews Mr J.C. Kobelke Mr N.R. Marlborough Mr P.B. Watson 
Mr A.J. Carpenter Mr R.C. Kucera Mrs C.A. Martin Mr M.P. Whitely 
Mr J.B. D’Orazio Mr F.M. Logan Mr M.P. Murray Mr B.S. Wyatt 
Dr J.M. Edwards Ms A.J.G. MacTiernan Mr J.R. Quigley Mr S.R. Hill (Teller) 
Mrs D.J. Guise Mr J.A. McGinty Ms M.M. Quirk  
Mrs J. Hughes Mr M. McGowan Ms J.A. Radisich  
Mr J.N. Hyde Mr A.D. McRae Mr T.G. Stephens  

            

Pairs 

 Mr D.F. Barron-Sullivan Mr J.J.M. Bowler 
 Mr B.J. Grylls Ms S.M. McHale 
 Mr J.H.D. Day Mrs M.H. Roberts 
 Mr T.K. Waldron Mr D.A. Templeman 

Amendment thus negatived. 

Clause put and passed. 

Clause 5:  Part 2A inserted - 
Mr M.J. COWPER:  The government’s amendment on reasonable hours presupposes that the seven-day period 
of a week is a normal cycle of work.  In most cases it probably is, but for certain sectors of the community a 
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seven-day work cycle is not a norm.  An example may be an award-free job in which the employee works for 10 
consecutive days, has four days off and yet still works for only 76 hours in that two-week period.  The worker in 
that example is not working additional hours in the ordinary sense of the meaning.  As it is currently drafted, the 
government’s provision would constrain all working relationships to follow a seven-day work cycle.  In the 
example given, there is a potential for accusations to be made that an employee is being required to work 
additional hours in the first week when in reality he would be working no more than the standard hours over a 
period of two weeks.  The opposition’s amendment will allow the working cycle to be taken into account when 
determining whether either the hours worked or the hours that are required to be worked are unreasonable. 

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr A.P. O’Gorman):  The member has five amendments to this clause.  Does he 
wish to move them en bloc or individually? 

Mr J.C. Kobelke:  The first two amendments relate to the reasonable hours provision, whereas the others are a 
slightly different matter.  We would accept the first two amendments being moved together. 

Mr M.J. COWPER:  I move - 

Page 4, line 14 - To delete “week” and substitute - 

 period 

Page 4, line 16 - To delete “week” and substitute - 

 period 

Mr J.C. KOBELKE:  In speaking to these two amendments, the member has confused two very different 
matters.  We are seeking to set minimum conditions relating to reasonable hours provisions.  We are looking at 
what are reasonable hours to be worked before issues of fatigue, safety and the impact on people’s quality of life 
and the impact on the worker’s family are taken into account.  The reasonable hours provision tries to establish 
what is reasonable in an area that involves complex working arrangements.  Beyond that, special provisions must 
be made.  To make special provisions, it is necessary to consider the number of hours worked in a week, which 
is defined as seven days.  The member for Murray is arguing that because people work in shifts of a three or 
four-day cycle, we should change the definition of “a week” to a different period.  That would totally confuse the 
mechanism for establishing what are minimum standards as opposed to what is a rostering arrangement.  The 
member’s amendment would put a big hole in the reasonable hours provision and would totally undermine it.  
We cannot accept that because it would simply destroy the whole approach to the reasonable hours provision.  I 
suggest that the member has confused a rostering and work arrangement matter with putting in place minimum 
standards regarding working reasonable hours. 

Mr M.J. COWPER:  The minister knows that the working arrangements in this state, particularly in the mining 
sector, rely on flexible working hours.  All members have constituents who work under specific flexible 
arrangements.  By not agreeing to this amendment, the legislation will restrict those arrangements and some 
people might interpret the clause in a way that will constrain those working arrangements.  The purpose of this 
amendment is to prevent employee groups from arguing that they must work within a working week. 

Mr J.C. Kobelke:  They are the working arrangements.  The arrangements are usually covered by an industrial 
instrument such as an award, which can allow for different arrangements within the industrial instrument. 

Mr M.J. COWPER:  For the purposes of safety, the minister is saying that the provisions of the Occupational 
Safety and Health Act cover that. 

Mr J.C. Kobelke:  Those provisions are very loose.  Another project is under way to tighten up that area. 

Mr M.J. COWPER:  I proffer an amendment that I believe will benefit employees. 

Mr J.C. Kobelke:  I do not think that is true at all.  It is possible to have different work arrangements that appear 
to sit outside the established minimum conditions if they are contained within an industrial instrument; that is, if 
an agreement has been reached.  With regard to the minimum standards to be inserted into the Minimum 
Conditions of Employment Act, the provision in this bill must be based on the hours calculated over a seven-day 
week; otherwise, it would simply not have any real effect in establishing a minimum standard.  There is a degree 
of flexibility through an industrial instrument to vary work practices.  That industrial instrument can take a 
number of forms.  The basic nature of an industrial instrument is it is made by agreement.  Therefore, the 
respective rights of the parties are protected.  The Minimum Conditions of Employment Act can cover people 
who are not protected by a specific industrial instrument. 

Amendments put and a division taken with the following result - 
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Ayes (19) 

Mr C.J. Barnett Mr M.J. Cowper Mr D.T. Redman Ms S.E. Walker 
Mr M.J. Birney Dr K.D. Hames Mr A.J. Simpson Mr G.A. Woodhams 
Mr T.R. Buswell Ms K. Hodson-Thomas Mr G. Snook Dr J.M. Woollard 
Mr G.M. Castrilli Mr R.F. Johnson Dr S.C. Thomas Dr G.G. Jacobs (Teller) 
Dr E. Constable Mr J.E. McGrath Mr M.W. Trenorden  

Noes (24) 

Mr P.W. Andrews Mr J.N. Hyde Mr M. McGowan Ms J.A. Radisich 
Mr A.J. Carpenter Mr J.C. Kobelke Mr A.D. McRae Mr T.G. Stephens 
Mr J.B. D’Orazio Mr R.C. Kucera Mr N.R. Marlborough Mr P.B. Watson 
Dr J.M. Edwards Mr F.M. Logan Mrs C.A. Martin Mr M.P. Whitely 
Mrs D.J. Guise Ms A.J.G. MacTiernan Mr M.P. Murray Mr B.S. Wyatt 
Mrs J. Hughes Mr J.A. McGinty Ms M.M. Quirk Mr S.R. Hill (Teller) 

            

Pairs 

 Mr P.D. Omodei Mr E.S. Ripper 
 Mr T.R. Sprigg Mr D.A. Templeman 
 Mr D.F. Barron-Sullivan Mr J.J.M. Bowler 
 Mr B.J. Grylls Ms S.M. McHale 
 Mr J.H.D. Day Mrs M.H. Roberts 
 Mr T.K. Waldron Mr J.R. Quigley 

Amendments thus negatived. 
Mr M.J. COWPER:  The word “all” on page 5, line 5, is a concern.  The government’s amendment would 
require a court to take into account every relevant factor in determining whether an employee’s required or 
requested additional hours are reasonable.  An infinite number of factors could be relevant and there is no way a 
court can determine what they are and how relevant they are.  The effect is to make the unreasonable hour 
provision unenforceable.  The opposition’s amendment would remove the requirements to take all relevant 
factors into consideration and require specific factors to be considered.  The relevant factors that are to be 
considered are not relevant to those specified, but must include those specified.  In essence, that one word in that 
clause will make it very difficult for a court or any person to interpret what is reasonable because, as we know, it 
is subjective to the person who holds that view.  I move - 

 Page 5, line 5 - To delete “all”. 

Mr J.C. KOBELKE:  I am not convinced that there is any benefit in the amendment being made; it is perhaps a 
detriment.  Subclause (1) states, in part - 

 . . . in determining whether additional hours that an employee is required or requested by an 
employer to work are reasonable additional hours, all relevant factors are to be taken into 
account. 

(2) The factors that may be taken into account include, . . .  

I am not sure what the member for Murray is getting at in deleting “all”.  Why would he want to delete “all” 
from the phrase “all relevant factors”?  That is the way the system would work.  If there was a matter of dispute 
or a breach of this clause, a court would look to all relevant factors in determining it.  The member is suggesting 
that it could look at some relevant factors but not other relevant factors.  The amendment does not make sense. 

Mr M.J. COWPER:  This amendment will almost make it unenforceable. 

Mr J.C. Kobelke:  Is that what you want to do - make it unenforceable? 

Mr M.J. COWPER:  No.  I am saying that by leaving “all” in will make it unenforceable.  What does “all” 
mean?  There is a list of factors that can be taken into consideration.  Why not say “relevant factors are to be 
taken into account” rather than “all relevant factors”?  What is relevant and what is not?  It is subjective.  That is 
my point. 

Mr J.C. KOBELKE:  The member has not convinced me, but I will put it in a different context.  The reasonable 
hours provisions arose from a test case.  This legislation was built on what was already an understanding and 
interpretation through previous cases and determinations that had taken place.  I am not a lawyer, but I 
understand the system works when previous determinations and a body of decisions provide a general 
acceptance as to what words mean.  The drafting here has been followed through and built on what were clearly 
seen as the outcomes in that reasonable hours test case.  The practitioners in the field understand that.  They have 
a range of potential interpretations based on that case.  The wording here, on my advice, simply fits in with that 
understanding.  While people might want to take a word here or a word there and say it has this meaning, it is 
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much more complicated than that.  There are a whole range of decisions and general experience and practice as 
to what these things mean.  I am not convinced at all that simply playing around with a word here and there will 
have the desired effect the member might want.  That is the case even if I agreed with the desired effect, but I am 
not clear what the member wants to achieve.  This drafting of the clause reflects the implementation of key 
issues that arose from the test case, and the government is not convinced that it should change it in the way 
suggested by the member. 
Mr M.J. COWPER:  It is the opposition’s interpretation that required specific factors need to be considered, not 
all relevant factors.  As I mentioned before, all relevant factors are subject to opinion, and I am trying to make 
this piece of legislation more specific and robust in its interpretation. 
Amendment put and negatived. 
Mr M.J. COWPER:  The opposition’s amendment complements the previous amendment - obviously, we have 
a distinct conflicting view - by making it clear that the court must consider the specific relevant factors, but is not 
limited to consider all those factors in deciding whether additional hours are reasonable.  The key issue is 
whether the additional hours are reasonable.  Based on the argument put by the minister, I move - 

Page 5, line 7 - To delete “The factors that may” and substitute - 

 The relevant factors shall  
Mr J.C. KOBELKE:  I think the response I gave on the earlier amendment applies to this.  The government 
does not agree to the amendment.  

Amendment put and negatived.   
Mr M.J. COWPER:  I move - 

Page 5, after line 29 - To insert - 

(h) any agreement by the employee to work a particular number of hours as a condition 
of the contract of employment. 

This amendment is a relevant factor in determining whether additional hours are reasonable, regardless of 
whether the employee has agreed, as a condition of employment, to work a particular number of hours in any 
work cycle.  It would be strange, to say the least, if an employee who has agreed to work 12-hour shifts over 
seven days, followed by seven days off, for example, could claim that it is unreasonable for the employer to ask 
him to work 12-hour shifts over seven days.  It might not be practical for the employer to work in any other way 
if the employer’s entire system of work requires continuous 12-hour shifts and all other employees are happy to 
work under that arrangement.  The opposition’s amendment does nothing more than require the court to consider 
as a relevant factor whether the employee agreed to work those hours as a condition of his employment.  
Mr J.C. KOBELKE:  The member may lack the necessary experience in this area to understand that industrial 
law involves many layers.  I do not say that in a disparaging way.  I do not think he understands the 
underpinning ramifications of his amendment.  Of great concern in the WorkChoices Act is the amount of 
pressure that can be exerted on employees to simply accept a reduction in working conditions that could be quite 
deleterious to their position.  Their choice could be to accept them or not have a job.  With the removal of any 
reasonable defence of unfair dismissal, if an employee is caught up in a work situation with an employer who is 
bullying, dictatorial and totally uncaring of the staff - with all those problems he is likely to go out of business - 
we need to provide protection through minimum employment standards.  The member’s amendment would 
allow any agreement to negate minimum standards.  In most circumstances in which there is collective 
bargaining and the work force has some power to uphold its position, we want to encourage and allow 
agreements to give that flexibility.  However, this new environment that the federal government has created in its 
jurisdiction and that it is trying to force on the states does not provide any real bargaining power.  Therefore, the 
member’s amendment would mean that an employer - a minority I would think - could dictate ridiculous hours.  
It would come down to an agreement between the employee and the employer, because the only choice the 
employee would have would be to sign up to working ridiculous hours, such as 90 hours a week, or lose his job.  
Employees would be caught.   

Mr M.J. Cowper:  The amendment seeks to ensure that the hours under which an employee is engaged are 
maintained.  For instance, if someone working in the mining sector is employed to work 12-hour shifts because 
the business requires continuity, it would be unreasonable for someone who is engaged on that basis to 
subsequently say that the hours are unreasonable.  This amendment provides the ability for the employer to 
maintain the condition at which the person was employed.  
Mr J.C. KOBELKE:  The provisions in the Labor Relations Legislation Amendment Bill do not have to get in 
the way of that.  If the workers have signed up to a properly instituted industrial agreement, whether it be an 
award or some other form, that will dictate the key provisions.  The inclusion of this amendment in the Minimum 
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Conditions of Employment Act will not become the default provision.  That is part of the industrial instrument 
that they work under.  That is why major companies, which might be sympathetic to the thrust of the Howard 
government’s WorkChoices legislation, have real fears that it will wipe away the industrial instruments that 
establish all those provisions for them.  

The concern the member raised will not be one of substance as a result of this amending legislation.   

Mr M.J. Cowper:  It does nothing more than require the court to consider as relevant factors whether the 
employee agreed to work those hours as a condition of employment.  

Mr J.C. KOBELKE:  The issue is that, in the changed environment in which people can be forced into 
contracts that they do not want because their bargaining power is diminished, the amendment will open a hole 
through which the member for Murray could drive a truck.  It will undermine the reasonable hours provisions.  

Amendment put and negatived. 

Clause put and passed.   

Clauses 6 to 13 put and passed.  

Clause 14:  Sections 50A and 50B inserted -   
Mr M.J. COWPER:  I move - 

Page 10, lines 8 to 11 - To delete the lines and substitute - 

(d) the capacity of employers as a class or individually who will be affected by any 
change in wages, salaries and allowances or other remuneration arising out of the 
Commission exercising jurisdiction under section 50A; 

The list of factors that the commission must consider in court when determining a new state minimum wage or 
award wage will increase.  The government version requires the commission to have regard to the capacity of the 
employer as a whole to bear the costs of any increase.  These may have been reasonable when the employer was 
subject to the same state wage increase.  However, since the WorkChoices Act has taken the vast majority of 
employees into the federal system, any state wage increase will have no effect on them.  The brunt of any state 
wage increase will fall only on employers who remain within the state system.  Those employers are 
predominantly state instrumentalities and small businesses.  It is unreasonable that wage outcomes that have 
been influenced significantly by the resources industries - in which a shortage of skilled labour has driven wages 
to extremely high levels - should be relevant considerations for small businesses across the whole of the state.  
The opposition’s amendment will require the commission to take into consideration how increases in wages that 
arise from the state wage case will affect employers who are subject to the state wage case.   
Mr J.C. KOBELKE:  We are dealing with a provision relating to the state wage case.  If I can go to the bigger 
picture, the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission is required under the Industrial Relations Act to 
conduct a state wage case - generally each year - following on from a national wage case as determined by the 
Australian Industrial Relations Commission.  Given that the commonwealth government in its WorkChoices 
package has removed from the Australian Industrial Relations Commission the determination of the general 
minimum wage and has sent that to its own lapdog - which it hopes will do a different job for it - we are left in 
the state industrial relations arena without clear procedures by which we can each year establish a state wage 
case.  A question was asked by a member - I think it was the member for Murray - during the second reading 
debate as to why we need to have a state wage case each year.  Inflation is currently running at about four per 
cent.  That erodes the spending power of wages.  Therefore, it is appropriate that each year there is an assessment 
of the minimum wage.  In some years we may get close to zero inflation, in which case the state wage case will 
determine that there should be no change in the minimum wage.  However, it is highly unlikely that we would 
have such a low-inflation environment.  The Reserve Bank of Australia in its policy uses a general band to try to 
establish what should be a reasonable rate of inflation.  It accepts that there will be inflation.  Therefore, we need 
to accept that there will need to be fairly regular adjustment to minimum wages.  It is generally accepted that that 
should be done annually.  That is what we are seeking to establish in this clause. 
The amendment that the member has moved requires the commission in determining the minimum wage to take 
into consideration any employers, either as a class or individually, who will be affected by any change in wages.  
The commission can certainly do that now, but it would look at individuals only in terms of whether they are 
examples of employers as a whole.  That is outlined in proposed section 50A(1)(d).  That is what the 
consideration for a state wage case should be.  We cannot have a situation in which the state wage case 
determines the minimum wage on the basis of a single employer who might be inefficient and unprofitable.  The 
danger with the proposed amendment is that the word “individually” could be interpreted as meaning a single 
individual such that that individual’s particular case would be used to establish the minimum wage.  The member 
needs to keep in mind that only a small number of the work force in this state - about four or five percent - are on 
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the minimum wage.  That raises some issues about how that directly affects the profitability of some companies; 
however, it is only a small percentage of the overall work force.  Many of those people would be in part-time 
casual jobs.  Many of those people face an incredible battle to survive financially.  We do not want to further 
undermine the standard of living of those people by not ensuring that they are paid a reasonable minimum wage.  
One of the first decisions I had to make as a minister in 2001 was what should we do with the minimum wage 
under the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act, because it was then lagging some $50 a week behind the 
minimum wage in the remainder of Australia.  The increase that I made at that time was in the $30 to $40 range.  
I was very worried about what that might do to industry.  Fortunately, the economy was going well and industry 
was doing reasonably well, so there was hardly a hiccup and we were able to restore that balance.  I am certainly 
not prepared to allow any amendment to legislation that would further undermine the minimum wage and, 
therefore, the standard of living of people in our community who have to struggle to make ends meet.   

Mr M.J. COWPER:  I acknowledge that some people are finding it difficult to make ends meet from one week 
to the next.  However, I can tell the minister that the current resources boom in this state, which is led by the 
resources sector, predominantly as a result of what is happening in China, is not filtering all the way down to a 
lot of small businesses at the grassroots level, which in essence also employ a large number of people in this 
state.  The minister is saying they are inefficient.   

Mr J.C. Kobelke:  I am saying that if you take data from an inefficient employer, you could set up a scenario 
under which the whole system would be biased. 

Mr M.J. COWPER:  The point I am trying to make is that there are people out there who are putting their 
houses and their life savings on the line.  They are also working extraordinarily long hours.  In fact, if they were 
to be paid by the hour, they probably would not fall within some of the minister’s minimum wage groups. 

Mr J.C. Kobelke:  Sure, but I think small business is very thankful that under the Labor Government the 
economy is booming and they are doing very well. 

Mr M.J. COWPER:  Not all of them are doing very well.  

Mr J.C. Kobelke:  The majority of them are. 

Mr M.J. COWPER:  The ones that are able to benefit from the filtering down from the resources industry, such 
as the engineering businesses etc, are doing very well.  However, other businesses are not being dragged along 
by the resources boom but are caught in a vacuum.  The minister is judging the smaller companies - the ones that 
have the least potential to put their case forward - on the same basis as the larger and more profitable companies.  
That is the reason for the amendment. 

Amendment put and negatived.   

Clause put and passed.   

Clauses 15 to 20 put and passed. 

Clause 21:  Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1993 amended -  
Mr M.J. COWPER:  I move - 

Page 14, line 26 -  

Mr J.C. Kobelke:  That was an old amendment that you showed me, but it is no longer on the notice paper.  
That does not preclude you from moving it, but you would need to read it in.  

The ACTING SPEAKER (Dr S.C. Thomas):  We have an amendment at page 15, line 3  

Mr J.C. Kobelke:  The amendment on page 14, line 26, which is no longer on the notice paper, is one that I 
think was of no real substance anyway.  It has actually been done already.  You are trying to cover an area that is 
already covered. 

Mr M.J. COWPER:  I will not move that.  My amendment refers to page 15, line 3.  I move - 

 Page 15, after line 3 - To insert - 

  (5) Section 7 is amended by adding after paragraph (c) - 

   “ 

   (d) where a claim in respect of a minimum condition is related to a claim or 
claims justiciable only in a Magistrate’s Court, the District Court or in the 
Supreme Court, in that Court. 

” 
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Mr J.C. Kobelke:  Will you give some reasons for moving the amendment?   

Mr M.J. COWPER:  Section 7 of the act provides that a minimum condition of employment may be enforced 
in the Industrial Magistrates Court.  The convention is that “may” means “can only”.  Therefore, only the 
Industrial Magistrates Court has jurisdiction to enforce a minimum condition of employment.  Under the existing 
provision, an employee who is suing an employer in the ordinary civil courts for some contractual entitlement or 
who is also, for example, owed annual leave because of a minimum condition of employment has to commence 
two sets of proceedings.  The opposition amendment will enable the claim for the denied minimum condition of 
employment to be pursued in an ordinary civil court if it is associated with some other litigation being conducted 
in that court.   

Mr J.C. KOBELKE:  I am not convinced that the matter should be moved from the Industrial Magistrates 
Court.  The whole area of industrial law is recognised as its own body of law.  Clearly, some matters are taken 
on appeal to higher courts, but there are magistrates who, in addition to their ordinary work, are industrial 
magistrates.  They develop a better understanding of and have a history of being involved in decisions in that 
area.  I have not heard any explanation from the member that his amendment would improve the situation.  There 
is a real threat that we would end up with the work being spread across a greater number of magistrates or 
judicial officers, and we would then not have people with the same background and competence.  That would 
lead to inefficiencies among magistrates and judges dealing with an area in which they have had no previous 
experience.  The member has done nothing to convince me that his amendment will benefit the legislation.  It has 
the potential to be detrimental. 
Mr M.J. COWPER:  The point of my amendment is that rather than an employee having to commence two sets 
of proceedings, as I understand it, he will have the opportunity to have both matters dealt with together by going 
to a Magistrates Court.  I understand the convention of the Industrial Magistrates Court is that it can only be 
done by separate applications. 
Amendment put and negatived. 
Clause put and passed.   

Clauses 22 to 24 put and passed.   

Clause 25:  Part II Division 3B inserted - 
Mr J.C. KOBELKE:  We are dealing with a different part of the bill; therefore, Mr Acting Speaker (Dr S.C. 
Thomas), I seek your approval to have different advisers join me.  I thank the advisers who have helped me so 
far.   
The ACTING SPEAKER:  Of course. 
Mr M.J. COWPER:  I move - 

 Page 21, after line 31 - To insert - 

  51U. Indemnity of employers’ legal costs 
   The State of Western Australia shall indemnify on a solicitor and own client basis, the 

legal costs of an employer who successfully challenges the validity of Division 3B of 
this Act in the light of section 16(1) of the Workplace Relations Act 1996 and section 
109 of the Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act. 

The government knows that these good-faith bargaining provisions are rendered invalid by section 109 of the 
Australian Constitution.  Parts 8 and 9 of the Workplace Relations Act 1996 cover appeals.  It is an exhaustive 
regime that leaves no scope for state collective agreements.  If the Constitution is not sufficient authority, 
section 16(1) of the Workplace Relations Act states that the federal act operates to the exclusion of the state 
Industrial Relations Act, except for matters not relevant to this issue.  The government’s legislation would be 
laughable posturing if it were not for the fact that some unions would use these provisions to get the Western 
Australian Industrial Relations Commission involved in matters in which it has no jurisdiction.  If that were to 
occur and the employee wanted to challenge the validity of the state legislation, the employee would need to 
raise it as a constitutional issue.  The High Court is where constitutional issues are dealt with.  If an employee 
wanted to challenge this foolish piece of legislation, he would be up for tens of thousands of dollars, if not 
hundreds of thousands of dollars, to proceed to the High Court.  The opposition’s amendment provides for the 
state to indemnify such an employee on a full-cost basis for the legal expenses incurred by the employee in any 
successful challenge to that provision.   
Mr J.C. KOBELKE:  The member’s statement about this clause being unconstitutional suggests he has ESP or 
some perspicacity that allows him to know exactly what the High Court may determine when the case is still 
proceeding.  That does not necessarily cover the specific matter here.  Our view is that the Constitution does 
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allow the state to legislate for good-faith bargaining.  I am not a constitutional expert, but my reading of the 
Constitution is that industrial relations was clearly determined to be a matter of state jurisdiction and that limited 
powers were given to the commonwealth, particularly relating to disputes that went across state boundaries.  The 
real head of power for industrial relations matters is a state preserve.  The commonwealth has sought to 
overthrow that and grab all power for Canberra.  That is a broader issue.  The issue here is that good-faith 
bargaining does not only work for employees.  It is a set of principles that ensures parties come together and 
bargain in good faith and that we get outcomes that are workable rather than prolonged disputation when there is 
disagreement.  If people are being pushed into federal industrial law, why should they not have the right to good-
faith bargaining if they are citizens of Western Australia?  In simple terms, again because I am not a 
constitutional expert, if the commonwealth has not specifically legislated for good-faith bargaining, the state has 
the right to do so and it will do so.  The member is seeking to go to the costs of that.  In general terms, we are 
dealing with a no-cost jurisdiction.  We do not want to overthrow that and say that costs can be awarded, which 
would be the effect of the amendment.  That is not to say that, without the amendment, costs could not be 
awarded.  There is a limited case for saying that is so if cases are vexatious - I use that term loosely; costs may 
be awarded if people were dragging employers into court when there was no basis for doing so.  The member is 
correct in saying that it is basically a situation in which solicitors’ costs cannot be claimed.  He is seeking to 
overthrow that, but we do not wish to change that provision.  What we are trying to do would be to the benefit of 
employees and employers, because employers can also use good faith bargaining in the state jurisdiction.  
Employer groups have looked at it, but I am not sure if anyone has taken it up. 

Mr M.J. COWPER:  I acknowledge that the minister claims that he is not a constitutional lawyer and, yes, there 
is some movement in the camp, as it were.  However, this legislation will have seriously adverse effects on small 
businesses, particularly those that cannot afford it.  If they are to challenge this legislation, they must go to the 
High Court.  The minister obviously has a different view from that on this side of the house.  If employers were 
to find themselves in that precarious position, they could at least recover some of their costs.  It could be the 
difference between sending someone to the wall or not.  As I have explained, profit margins in small businesses 
are not as large as some people think.  It is pretty tough for people who have a small business.  They are the 
people who will be most affected.  That is the real concern here.  If those employers are presented with a 
situation in their business in which they are required to challenge a finding, they must weigh up whether or not 
they will send themselves to the wall by pursuing a case.  I believe that this legislation presented a fair 
opportunity to give those people the ability to at least maintain a means by which they could put forward their 
argument.  Obviously they will not pursue a case if they know that they are not able to claim costs.  They might 
as well just close their doors and go home. 

Amendment put and negatived. 

Clause put and passed. 

Clauses 26 and 27 put and passed. 

Clause 28:  Section 3 amended - 
Mr M.J. COWPER:  I move - 

 Page 23, line 10 - To insert after “employee” - 

  and substituting the following new definition - 

   “casual employee” means an employee who is employed on the basis that - 

   (i) the employment is not intended to be regular and systematic; 

   (ii) there is no expectation of continuing engagement on a regular and systematic 
basis; 

   (iii) there is a separate contract of employment for each engagement of the 
employee; 

   (iv) the employee is not entitled to paid leave other than bereavement leave; 

   (v) the employee will receive a higher rate of pay as compensation for the 
irregularity and lack of continuity of employment. 

The government’s purpose for removing the existing definition of “casual employee”, which is quite inadequate, 
is the totally spurious ground that the Industrial Magistrates Court has used the definition to find that permanent 
employees were properly casuals.  The government says that removing the definition will enable the common 
law test for casual employment to apply.  The opposition does not believe that has ever happened.  The court has 
not relied on the definition but always applied the common law tests.  The opposition amendment simply inserts, 
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as a definition, what the common law tests are and clarifies the situation for those who think that a person is a 
casual employee simply because he or she is called a casual.  In essence, we are defining and putting in place a 
definition for casual employee. 

Mr J.C. KOBELKE:  Under the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act, which was created by the Liberal 
government back in 1993, to good effect in some instances, but in other instances used in a very harsh way, a 
casual employee is defined.  We are removing that definition because other states generally do not codify the 
way in which courts judge whether someone is a casual employee.  The member is seeking, with his amendment, 
to accept that we have removed the current statutory definition of a casual employee, but to substitute his new 
statutory definition of a casual employee. 

Mr M.J. Cowper:  It is a common law definition, not mine. 

Mr J.C. KOBELKE:  I am just coming to that.  I am not sure how the member can be so certain that his 
wording is a common law definition.  It is much more difficult.  When one takes a matter that has been 
established by a precedent in the court and seeks to codify it with a statutory definition, a whole range of 
complex issues arise.  The fact is that the common law definition is generally an evolving definition that changes 
over time and with circumstances.  Once it is put into a statute, it is fixed.  It may be fixed in a correct way or a 
way that would be judged by many to be incorrect because of the consequences that flow from it.  As I have 
indicated, it is not an approach that has been generally adopted in other jurisdictions around Australia.  We 
believe there is a disadvantage in having a statutory definition of a casual employee in the Minimum Conditions 
of Employment Act.  That is why we are removing it.  We would not then accept a different definition.  Even 
though the member seems to have some confidence that his definition is an accurate reflection of common law, I 
would greatly doubt it, and we certainly would not accept it. 

Mr M.J. COWPER:  As I understand it, the problem arises with different interpretations of a casual employee 
and a part-time employee because in different states they mean different things.  The purpose of this amendment 
is to clarify once and for all the term “casual employee”.  I would be interested to hear the minister’s 
interpretation of a casual employee or, for that matter, a part-time employee. 

Mr J.C. KOBELKE:  We are clearly not dealing with part-time employees here.  A person can be part-time 
casual or part-time permanent.  While one of my sons was a student, he worked at night filling at Coles.  Coles 
had a policy, which I believe it introduced only four or five years ago, whereby it was seeking more permanent 
employees, even though they were part-time.  As a result, my son and his fellow workers gained the benefits of 
permanency when it came to leave etc.  Even though they were working for only six or eight hours a week and 
were certainly part-timers, they were employed on a permanent basis.  That was their contract of employment.  
He was quite happy with that. 

The situation the member faces in trying to put into a statute a definition of a casual worker is that it can work 
very much to the detriment of those employees because they could be called casual employees, even when the 
general acceptance of their conditions would be that they are not casual.  We would rather leave it under the 
current arrangements than seek to put into the bill the member’s definition of a casual employee. 

Mr M.J. COWPER:  This provision will leave this legislation open to a test in the courts in the future.  By way 
of this amendment, I offer the government the opportunity to close a potential challenge to this legislation.  

Amendment put and negatived. 

Clause put and passed. 

Clause 29:  Section 8 amended - 

Mr M.J. COWPER:  I move - 

Page 25, lines 10 to 12 - To delete the lines. 

The government’s amendment to section 8 of the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act will make it a civil 
penalty that is enforceable by an industrial magistrate for an employer to exert or unduly influence or place 
pressure on an employee to contract out of an annual leave entitlement.  A civil penalty will apply also if, as a 
condition of employment, an employer requires an employee to contract out of the annual leave entitlement.  The 
opposition’s amendment means that a breach of this provision becomes a breach of a minimum condition.  
Jurisdiction is already expressly conferred on an industrial magistrate to impose penalties for a breach of the 
Minimum Conditions of Employment Act under section 7 of the act.  The government’s civil penalty provision 
is unnecessary. 

Mr J.C. KOBELKE:  The issue of cashing out of annual leave can be complex when people accumulate it but 
do not take it.  In those circumstances it might be appropriate after some time to cash out the annual leave.  
Annual leave is a benefit that is due to a person who ceases to be an employee; it is a form of cashing out.  I will 
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not go into the intricacies of when it is or is not appropriate.  The key is when people are coerced into cashing 
out their annual leave.  Some employers might make it a condition of employment that an employee must sign a 
contract that requires the employee to cash out his annual leave.  Proposed section 8(3) states - 

(3) The employer must not - 

 (a) require the employee to forgo taking an amount of annual leave; or 

 (b) exert undue influence or undue pressure on the employee in relation to the making of 
a decision by the employee whether or not to forgo taking an amount of annual leave. 

Given that people can be sacked without any redress through unfair dismissal procedures, which is the case for 
many employees, they are under some duress if an employer tells an employee that he cannot take leave, even 
when it is due, but that the employer will pay the employee for forgoing it.  This is a very important protection, 
but it will mean nothing if no penalty is applied for a breach of the provision.  It would make a nonsense of the 
provision if we simply told employers that they must not do it but that nothing will happen to them if they 
continue to do it.  A penalty is required.  I understand that the maximum penalty will be $5 000.  The member 
for Murray might like to suggest that the penalty be increased if he feels it is not enough of a deterrent to prevent 
employers from abusing their employees in that way.  The current situation is a problem for the vast majority of 
employers, who are good.  If their competitors are undercutting costs or creating greater efficiencies by treating 
their staff in an unacceptable way, it puts pressure on the good employers, who are the vast majority of 
employers.  The basis of providing labour laws is to put in place minimum standards and to have those standards 
enforced.  The clause to which this amendment relates provides that a contravention to proposed subsection (3) 
is not an offence but that the proposed subsection is a civil penalty provision for the purposes of the relevant 
section of the Industrial Relations Act.  A penalty will apply to employers who breach the requirement of 
proposed subsection (3). 

Amendment put and negatived. 

Clause put and passed. 

Clause 30 put and passed. 

Clause 31:  Sections 19 to 20A replaced by sections 19 to 20B and transitional provision - 
Mr M.J. COWPER:  I move - 

Page 26, lines 12 to 18 - To delete the lines. 

The bill states that if an employee is sick or injured and that the illness or injury was caused by the employee’s 
own serious or wilful misconduct or gross or wilful neglect, under the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act, 
the employee is not entitled to be paid sick leave.  The opposition amendment would remove this provision 
because it is completely unnecessary.  An employee who committed serious or wilful misconduct or gross and 
wilful neglect would not be given sick leave; the employee would soon be unemployed because such behaviour 
would provide justification for the summary termination of his employment and entitle the employer to sue the 
employee for any loss arising from the employee’s misconduct or neglect. 

Mr J.C. KOBELKE:  The member’s explanation did not provide me with an understanding of why he wants to 
remove the provision.  The provision he wants to remove is in the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act.  It 
was inserted into the act in 1993 by Graham Kierath, yet the member is seeking to delete it.  It looks slightly 
different from the original provision because amendments that have been made in the bill to the relevant section 
of the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act required some restructuring.  Proposed section 20(2) was the 
old section 20 in the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act.  It was rearranged due to some changes and the 
words “for any period” have been inserted into the proposed section.  Other than that, it is the same as the 
original provision in the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act.  This provision is a protection for the 
employer.  I cannot understand why the member wants to remove it.  If an employee is involved in serious or 
wilful conduct or has been grossly or wilfully negligent, the employee is not entitled to sick leave.  The member 
wants to remove that provision.  It seems to me to be reasonable that employers should not have to pay sick 
leave to an employee who has engaged in wilful and serious misconduct. 

Mr M.J. COWPER:  I am not particularly familiar with that section.  It is a fairly long section and I cannot 
seem to track it down. 

Mr J.C. Kobelke:  Is the member talking about the bill or the act? 

Mr M.J. COWPER:  The act. 

Mr J.C. KOBELKE:  The act is simply section 20 in the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act.  You might 
have the Industrial Relations Act.  
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Amendment put and negatived. 
Mr M.J. COWPER:  I move - 

Page 27, after line 23 - To insert - 

(4) A period of unpaid carer’s leave does not count as service for the accrual of any 
period of paid leave. 

Employees’ annual leave and sick leave entitlements accrue on a weekly basis.  An employee has to work a 
complete week in order to accrue the entitlement.  If a public holiday, a period of annual leave, bereavement 
leave or sick leave falls within the week, and the employee is absent from work because of that, the employee 
still accrues annual leave and sick leave during that week, because his absence is paid leave, and paid leave is 
considered to be continuous service.  The government’s provision of two days’ unpaid carer’s leave fails to 
recognise the historical principle that unpaid leave of any sort does not count as service for any other accruing 
benefit.  If a period of unpaid leave counts as service for other entitlements it means that the period of leave is 
not unpaid at all.  It is rewarded with a payment in another area.  This amendment would make it clear that 
unpaid leave does not count as service for the purposes of other paid leave accruals. 

Mr J.C. KOBELKE:  The member may not be aware that the amendment he is seeking to move is already 
covered under section 19(3) of the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act.  It reads - 

In subsection (1), “year” does not include any period of unpaid leave. 

It is already covered. 

Amendment put and negatived. 

Clause put and passed. 

Clauses 32 to 35 put and passed. 

Clause 36:  Section 32 amended - 
Mr M.J. COWPER:  I move - 

Page 29, lines 8 and 9 - To delete “who is not eligible as described in subsection (2) or (3)”. 

In this state, a casual employee is one who works irregularly, has no expectation of continuous employment, has 
a separate contract of employment for each engagement, has no entitlement to paid leave, and who is paid at a 
higher rate to compensate for the irregularity and lack of security of their employment.  There have been a raft of 
cases establishing these principles, most of them supported by unions.  Employers have in the past been severely 
penalised by the courts for not paying leave entitlements to employees who were described as casual employees 
but who, on evidence submitted, had an expectation of continued employment, worked regularly and had an 
ongoing contract of employment.  The government is trying to legislate for casual employees to be engaged on a 
regular and systematic basis for a sequential period of 12 months or more, to have a reasonable expectation of 
continued engagement on a regular and systematic basis, and to be entitled to parental leave.  Such employees 
are not casual employees but are part-time employees, and already have an entitlement to parental leave.  The 
only reason for the inclusion of this provision in the bill is that under conditions prevalent at federal level and in 
the eastern states, long-term employees are considered casual employees simply because they have no paid leave 
entitlements and no period of notice in their contract of employment. 
However they are not, under common law, casual employees.  The Australian Industrial Relations Commission 
family leave test case gave these employees an entitlement to parental leave.  The unions and the government 
have simply and slavishly copied this provision, even though it runs contrary to well-established case law.  It 
will have the effect of making the status of casual employees even harder to determine.  It will also undermine 
the unions’ complaints about the increased casualisation of the work force.  The opposition’s amendment would 
delete all the provisions relating to these so-called eligible casuals, on the basis that they are actually part-time, 
and already have a parental leave entitlement. 

Mr J.C. KOBELKE:  The intent and effect of this amendment is to deny casual workers the provisions of 
parental leave.  The government certainly does not accept that.  The opposition may not like the outcome 
established across Australia, but the government accepts it.  The government supported the parental leave test 
case in 2001.  It established minimum standards for availability of parental leave.  The commonwealth 
government has incorporated parts of that decision into its WorkChoices legislation.  The state government 
simply reflects that in this clause.  Casual workers of more than 12 months’ tenure are provided with certain 
entitlements.  They are not particularly onerous on employers, but they provide some assistance to workers in 
establishing life-work balance.  This is something that has been established through the test case.  The case had 
to be fought for, and the state government saw the benefit of it and went in with a largely supportive submission.  
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There were some things in the case we considered perhaps a bit burdensome, but the case was determined and 
we are simply seeking to flow that decision through this place because - as I indicated in an earlier contribution - 
of the range of workplace changes that are taking place at the federal level.  These matters would previously 
have been established through the award system.  The attempt by the federal government to undermine awards 
diminishes award coverage.  As a result, the state government is establishing those provisions in a statute and 
totally rejects the attempt by the member to remove part of it. 
Mr C.J. BARNETT:  I ask the minister whether he thinks that, in reality, casual employees will ever make use 
of a provision like this?  Whatever the merits of the argument might be, all these little entitlements are out there, 
and I do not believe it is possible for anyone employed on a casual basis to have a significant comprehension of 
them or the desire to use them.  We are legislating through both state and federal Parliaments to apply all these 
provisions in the workplace, and yet out there, life goes on.  An example is superannuation.  There are millions 
of unclaimed superannuation dollars, and it might be thought that people would go after money if it is theirs, and 
yet they do not.  All of these quasi-entitlements are being established.  I do not think that people care about them 
all that much.  They are not relevant to people who drift in and out of different jobs, people who work on a 
casual basis, people who study, people who travel, or whatever else.  I think we are over-regulating an area of - 
by nature - casual employment.  

Mr J.C. KOBELKE:  The member is partly correct.  There are employees who will not take up these 
entitlements and do not care about them.  Backpackers who have a job for a short period will not be employed 
long enough to be entitled to a range of things because a 12-month tenure is required in some areas.  More and 
more people are being forced into casual employment through a whole range of circumstances.  The report I saw 
some time ago saw us near the top of the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development countries in 
terms of the percentage of the work force that was casual.  I cannot remember the figure, but I think 25 per cent 
of the work force is casual.  Many of those casuals would like to be permanent.  They want the conditions that go 
with permanent employment but they may not be available to them because the job is not available or because of 
the way particular industries are structured. 

I have some sympathy for what the member is saying in that when we try to put in all these provisions for 
casuals, it opens up a range of problems, both for employees and employers in their knowing about these 
conditions.  This particular matter was established through a test case conducted by the Australian Industrial 
Relations Commission.  It had a sufficient degree of public debate and vetting to be established as a standard.  
As the commonwealth government is undermining awards and diminishing their coverage, it becomes 
appropriate to put it into the statute. 

Mr C.J. Barnett:  One example obviously would be married women returning to the work force, perhaps not 
wanting full-time work, who are quite happy with casual work, which comes and goes.  Males retiring from the 
age of 55 are also returning to the work force.  We should look at this not just from an employer point of view 
but from the point of view of the growing demand for casual part-time work.  I accept that there should be some 
entitlements.  This is not a political point, but I am concerned that if we place all these conditions on casual 
employment, that becomes a disincentive for employers to offer it.  There may be some costs. 

Mr J.C. KOBELKE:  It is a matter of getting a balance.  A range of factors may encourage or push some 
employers to move their work force from permanent to casual.  The flexibility that casuals create is important in 
terms of the efficiency of industry, but we do not want a situation in which standards in our community drop 
because people are denied benefits of permanent employment, and casual employment is simply a way of getting 
rid of those benefits for employees.  While only a certain percentage of people are employed as casuals, it is a 
significant sector and they do require some protection in terms of minimum standards. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  I do not want to labour the point, but I make the observation that stepping right back from 
this and looking at the greater totality of it, there is no doubt that industries operating 24/7 are looking for more 
flexible employment arrangements.  On the employee side, whether it be women returning to the work force or 
males retiring early and looking for different lifestyle options, there is a demand for more casual and part-time 
employment.  We are setting up casual and part-time employment as a subset of the more common permanent 
work force.  I do not know that that logically is all that sound.  We should be thinking that, yes, there is the 
permanent work force and there may be permanent part-time; however, casual employment almost ought to be 
designated in its own right, paying attention to the wishes of employers and employees.  It is not about exploiting 
workers or trying to casualise the work force.  We have a different group of people with a different set of 
motives who are looking for immediate returns.  They want cash in hand and they want to make as much money 
as they can working as little as they can while fitting in with that flexibility.   
Nursing is an example.  One of the problems that governments face in nursing is that what is offered to nurses is 
inflexible.  When we talk to all those nurses out there who we would love to see working in the hospitals, they 
say they will come back if they are given more flexible options.  Essentially, they want some work and some 
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cash.  We are putting all these layers into casual part-time work.  I do not think anyone wants or needs it.  I 
accept what the minister says about protecting exploitation.  I have a fear that we are over-regulating where, in 
reality, employers and employees want the opposite. 
Amendment put and negatived. 
Clause put and passed. 
Clause 37:  Section 33 amended - 
Mr M.J. COWPER:  This amendment retains the existing provisions that exclude casuals from their entitlement 
to parental leave under the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act and which the government wanted to 
remove to accommodate its eligible casuals provision.  I move - 

 Page 30, lines 23 and 24 - To delete the lines. 

Mr J.C. Kobelke:  For the same reasons, we will not accept the amendment. 

Amendment put and negatived. 

Clause put and passed. 

Clause 38 put and passed. 

Clause 39:  Sections 38A and 38B inserted - 
Leave granted for the following amendments to be considered together. 

Mr M.J. COWPER:  I move - 

 Page 33, line 17 - To delete “4 weeks” and substitute - 
  8 weeks 

 Page 33, line 23 - To delete “7 weeks” and substitute - 
  14 weeks 

 Page 33, line 26 - To delete “6 weeks” and substitute - 
  12 weeks 

 Page 34, line 4 - To delete “6 weeks” and substitute - 
  12 weeks 

The opposition’s first amendment doubles the period of notice that the employee must give to take advantage of 
the enhanced parental leave provisions.  It is amended on the basis that a decision by an employee to take 
advantage of entitlements could have significant effects on the employer’s ability to accommodate the employee, 
and the employer should be given as much notice as practicable.  It is pretty much self-evident. 

Mr J.C. KOBELKE:  The four amendments that we are dealing with seek to extend the number of weeks’ 
notice for parental leave.  Again, this takes up the parental leave test case, but what we are putting in legislation 
gives greater certainty to employers than the actual test case.  The test case gave periods of time, particularly for 
an employee to come back on a part-time basis after parental leave.  The employer has to give seven weeks’ 
notice.  The member for Murray is seeking to change that, but it was in the test case.  The other amendments 
require notice to apply to have this leave.  We are putting these provisions in the bill to give greater certainty of 
advice to employers than is in the test case.  We are already conscious of the need to make sure the system is 
workable and not an unreasonable burden on employers.   

The member’s attempt to provide that extra certainty to employers goes too far and will not necessarily work.  
For example the first amendment seeks to substitute four weeks for eight weeks.  That relates to taking a further 
52 weeks unpaid parental leave.  In that sort of situation, in some cases the person could then resign and would 
need to give only four weeks’ notice.  These conditions can get out of alignment.  Four weeks’ notice might be 
given, but if the employer requires it to be eight weeks and the application is knocked back, the employee could 
return to work and when the four weeks’ notice is required, the employee could resign.  For a range of reasons it 
is better to align these matters where possible.  

We will not accept the amendment for two reasons.  As I have just indicated, it would create some anomalies 
that would not necessarily help the employer.  Secondly, the government believes it is taking cognisance of the 
need to protect the rights of employers and the proper functioning of business.  The government has catered for 
employers more than the established test case indicated.  We do not see the need to double the periods.  In fact, 
we suspect that, to some extent, they would be unworkable.  
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Mr M.J. COWPER:  The amendment seeks to double the periods to provide breathing space so that employers 
can find people to fill those roles.  
Debate interrupted until a later stage of the sitting, pursuant to standing orders.  
[Continued on page 2649.] 
 


